1. How Much Is ENOUGH: Hungering for God in an Affluent Culture by Arthur Simon
(CEO Bread for the World), 2003
A book by the CEO and founder of the "Bread for the World" organization poses
thoughtful questions on simply living from a Lutheran biblical perspective. It includes
many good practical suggestions on "living more simply" and why ecojustice is essential
for social justice in the world.
2.

Soul Centering Through Nature: Becoming a True Human Adult, CD
presentation by Fr. Richard Rohr, OFM and Bill Plotkin, Ph.D.

3.
Two-CD set of a webinar presented in 2011 at the Center for Action and Contemplation
(available for loan from Ecological Advocate Office).
3. Walk Out Walk On: A Learning Journey into Communities Daring to Live the
Future Now by Margaret Wheatley and Deborah Frieze.
Synopsis: This is a must read for anyone who believes in achieving social justice and
peace on earth. Meg Wheatley and Deborah Frieze invite you on a learning journey to
seven communities around the world to meet people who have walked out of limiting
beliefs and assumptions and walked on to create healthy and resilient communities. Deb
and Meg document how with a little guidance, community leadership can emerge from
even the poorest communities and with locally identified needs identified by these poor
their own ingenuity and caring is all that is needed to figure out how to work with what
they have to create what they need. From Mexico to India, from Columbus, Ohio, to
Johannesburg, South Africa, we discover that every community has the ingenuity,
intelligence and inventiveness to solve their seemingly insolvable problems. “We
discovered a gift inside ourselves,” one Brazilian said, “something that was already
there.” A must read for anyone with a concern for the minores of today’s world.
4. In the Footsteps of Francis: Awakening to Creation - 80 minute CD (audio) was a
webcast done by Fr. Richard Rohr, OFM.
A presentation that defines what it means to “be drawn” in and to life rather than “drive.”
The healing powers of nature benefits in the tradition of St. Francis are presented.
Wonderful “food for thought” that includes an insightful reflection on the Canticle of
Brother Sun/Creatures by Francis of Assisi. Available for loan from the Ecological
Advocate office - contact lslinger@fspa.org.

